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1 IntroductionIntentions have drawn much attention in multiagent systems research. With few exceptions,previous theoretical work has generally considered only the usual mental primitives of tradi-tional AI. However, multiagent systems are inherently social entities. We restrict attentionto teams, which are multiagent systems that are viewed as having di�erent members playingspeci�c roles and usually cooperating to achieve some higher end. Although mental conceptssuch as intentions apply on teams, they must be properly related to social concepts. To doso is the main objective of this paper.This exercise is of theoretical and practical importance, because not only is this issueof centrality to DAI, but implemented systems involving the intentions of teams now exist,e.g., STEAM [20] and ARCHON [13]. Because of the limitations of the present theories,existing systems were forced to invent additional representations to e�ectively capture thesocial dimension. By including this in our theory, we can hope to o�er a more accurateand implementable theory, which will facilitate the designer's task while providing rigor andexibility.Like many other papers on intentions, this paper is formal. We believe that merelystating de�nitions formally, although important in the early stages of conceptualization, canserve only a limited purpose later and must be followed by technical results. Accordingly,this paper formulates technical results from its de�nitions.Although much good research has been conducted on various avors of intentions applyingin multiagent systems, there is an increasing sentiment that stronger results are needed thatwould pull together existing research. We pursue this theme further by motivating a setof de�nitions of intentions of teams that combine aspects of previous work on intentions,coordination, social commitments, and structure.Social Stance. Two powerful ways of looking at agency are the intentional stance due toDennett [6] and McCarthy [15], and the knowledge level due to Newell [16]. These approacheslegitimize the ascription of intentions to complex physical systems. We implicitly adopt theseapproaches in de�ning the intentions of teams.Traditionally, the intentional stance supervenes of the design stance, and the knowledgelevel on the symbol level. However, in the case of teams, this hierarchy is less clear. Althougha team may be viewed as a single agent, the members of a team exist independently and arethemselves intentional. Intuitively, when a team is opened up with the design stance, we�nd not mere mechanisms, but other agents, some of which may be teams. For this reason,we introduce the social stance or level, which plays a central role in our approach.Just as the intentional stance justi�es mental constructs. the social stance enables socialones, such as social commitments. For simplicity, we take the social stance as including theorganizational aspects [2].De�nition 1 An agent is an individual or a team.Below, we shall take the de�nition of an individual as given, and present a recursive de�nitionof teams. 1



Mutual Beliefs. Traditional theories, such as [14, 11], and even [12], involve the notionof mutual belief. Roughly, a set of agents mutually believe p i� each of them believes p, andeach of them believes that each of them believes p, and so on, ad in�nitum [9]. Traditionalapproaches require mutual beliefs among the team members essentially to achieve the e�ectthat can be more simply attained through social commitments. In fact, it is known thatin settings with asynchronous, unreliable or unboundedly delayable communication, mutualbeliefs cannot be created. They exist only if present from the start [4]. Thus, mutual beliefsare used primarily to establish impossibility results for distributed computing protocols. Itis puzzling that the basis for impossibility results would form a cornerstone of theories thatseek application in real environments!Exodeixis and Endodeixis. The presence of structure in teams causes a systematicvariation in meaning, which has led to much confusion in some previous work. In one sense,the intentions of a team apply outside of the team. These are the intentions of the team asviewed by others, who e�ectively view the team as a single monolithic autonomous entity.This is the sense that is suggested in statements such as \North Korea intends to invadeSouth Korea." In another sense, the intentions of a team apply within the team. These arethe intentions of the team as viewed by the team itself or by others with an interest in theteam's composition. Here the team is thought of not as monolithic, but as having structure.Further, the members of the team are committed to the intentions of the team and cooperateaccording to their roles to support it. This is the sense that is suggested in statements suchas \The North Koreans intend to invade South Korea."We introduce the term exodeixis (from exo- \outward" and deixis pointing) for the �rstphenomenon, and endodeixis (from endo- \inward") for the second. The correspondingintentions are called exodeictic and endodeictic, respectively.Organization. Section 2 introduces some background material. Section 3 formalizes teamstructure. Section 4 presents a formalization of intentions as motivated above. Section 5presents several postulates concerning team intentions and structure, and show which of ourformal de�nitions support which postulates. Section 6 concludes with a discussion.2 Interaction-Oriented ProgrammingThe present approach �ts naturally in our ongoing research program of interaction-orientedprogramming (IOP). IOP is about abstractions and techniques for programming interactionsamong agents. It has three layers, from lower to upper:� coordination, which enables the agents to operate in a shared environment� commitment, which reects the social stance, capturing the agents' obligations, socialstructure, and norms� collaboration, which combines the intentional and the social stances.2



Some informal concepts, such as competition, may be classi�ed into di�erent layers: biddingin an auction requires no more than coordination among bidders and fairly rigid commitmentsbetween the bidders and the auctioneer, whereas commerce involves exible commitments,and negotiation involves sophisticated knowledge-level protocols.The present work is in the collaboration layer and builds on top of coordination andcommitment. This is not to suggest that the other layers have been completed: far fromit! But, to be practical, team intentions must build on coordination and commitment. Wedescribe these layers next.2.1 CoordinationRecognizing that the agents will be designed by di�erent parties and will behave autonomously,we require that only limited knowledge of the agent's construction be used in coordination.This knowledge is the form of a compact skeleton for each agent, which includes its publiclyvisible events along with constraints on whether they can be reordered, triggered, or pre-vented. Coordination requirements are expressed as relationships among events. The formallanguage is simple, but can be processed automatically to ensure the occurrence or mutualordering of events to satisfy the stated requirements.Name Description Formal notationR1 e is required by f If f occurs, e must occur before or after f e _ fR2 e disables f If e occurs, then f must occur before e e _ f _ f � eR3 e feeds or enables f f requires e to occur before e � f _ fR4 e conditionally feeds f If e occurs, it feeds f e _ e � f _ fR5 guaranteeing e enables f f can occur only if e has occurred or willoccur e ^ f _ e ^ fR6 e initiates f f occurs i� e precedes it e ^ f _ e � fR7 e and f jointly require g If e and f occur in any order, then g mustalso occur e _ f _ gR8 g compensates for e failingf if e happens and f does not, then performg (e _ f _ g) ^ (g _ e)^(g _ f )Table 1: Example Coordination RelationshipsTable 1 presents some common examples.Our speci�cation language is propositional logic augmented with the before (�) temporaloperator. Before is formally a dual of the more conventional \until" operator. R3 suggestsan enabling condition or a data ow from e to f . Relationships may involve multiple events.R8 captures requirements such as that if an agent does something (e), but another agentdoes not match it with something else (f), then a third agent can perform g. This is typicalpattern of coordination where an agent handles contingencies resulting from the other agents'actions. Additional details of semantics and processing are available elsewhere [18].3



2.2 CommitmentsAgents can commit to each other. The debtor commits to the creditor to bring about thedischarge condition. Commitments are formed in a context, which is typically the enclosingteam:De�nition 2 C(x; y; p; � ) denotes a commitment, where x is the debtor, y the creditor, �the context, and p the discharge condition.Operations on Commitments. These include:O1. Create instantiates a commitment; it is typically performed as a consequence of an agentadopting a role or by exercising a social policy (explained below).O2. Discharge satis�es the commitment; it is performed by the debtor concurrently with the(possibly physical) actions that lead to the given condition being satis�ed.O3. Cancel revokes the commitment. It can be performed by the debtor.O4. Release essentially eliminates the commitment. This is distinguished from both dischargeand cancel, because release does not mean success or failure of the given commitment,although it lets the debtor o� the hook. The release action may be performed by thecontext or the creditor of the given commitment.O5. Delegate shifts the role of debtor to another agent within the same context, and can beperformed by the new debtor or the context.O6. Assign transfers a commitment to another creditor within the same context, and can beperformed by the present creditor (if authorized) or the context.Through a minor abuse of notation, we write the above operations also as propositions,indicating their successful execution.Social Policies. These are conditional expressions involving commitments and operationson commitments. Policies are useful, because they lead to decoupling of the decision-makingamong the agents. These are essentially like operating procedures in general organizations.Each party can act without having to con�rm every decision with others, unless the policiescall for explicit con�rmation. Agents can commit to social policies themselves, resulting inmetacommitments. Social policies are the basis for the commitments, including the com-mitments that are instantiated when a team is created. Ultimately, these policies must berooted in the society from which the agents are drawn to compose a team.4



3 Team StructureOne of the most important aspects of teams is their structure. Teams typically have severaldistinct roles. Both the exodeictic and endodeictic intentions of a team are constrainedby its structure. This obvious point is worth emphasizing, because it has been ignoredby previous approaches. Our approach admits two aspects of team structure, in terms ofcommitment and coordination, respectively. Both are represented via the interactions amongteam-members.Committed Interactions. Certain high-level interactions among team-members occur atthe level of their social commitments to each other. These interactions involve the operationson commitments as described in section 2.2. Most operations on commitments are carriedout through illocutionary acts between agents [1]. These operations occur in a context wherethe agents' prior commitments include the applicable social policies.Coordinating Interactions. Another subclass of interactions involves the establishmentof various conditions in the world by some members that other members rely on. These couldbe because of constraints of the physical environment or because the members are fallinginto various habits that have not yet been raised to the level of explicit social commitments[21].Teams Formalized. Formalizing the above intuition that the structure of a team is re-ected in the constraints on the interactions of its members, we obtain following de�nition.De�nition 3 A team � 4 hfx1; : : : ; xng; S;Ri, where xi are agents members, S is a set ofsocial commitments among xi, and R is the set of coordination relationships among xi.The xi are the members of � (notated, xi 2 �m). To be more precise, we would de�neabstract teams in terms of their roles, and instantiate the roles with agents in order tocreate concrete teams. Here we go directly to concrete teams for expository ease, andto save space. Many of the commitments are realized through coordination actions, butcoordination relationships can exist that are not explicitly part of the commitments. Theimplicit coordination relationships can be lifted into proper commitments when the teammatures. Since the coordination component is used within the commitment component, Rcan be empty even in nontrivial cases, but S is empty only in trivial teams.Example 1 A soccer team is a team with 11 players (in di�erent roles). They have certaincommitments to each other and the team, e.g.,� the goal-keeper will obstruct any attempts at putting the ball in the goalhe defends� the center-left will obey the center-forward's signal to advance, i.e., thesignal causes the creation of a commitment to advance5



� each player will rush back to defend if the opposing team has a corner kick,i.e., the corner causes the creation of a commitment to return and a releasefrom any prior commitment to advance.There are coordination requirements underlying the commitments, e.g., the center-left willstay to the left and back of the center-forward while obeying his signal. Some requirementsmay not be explicitly committed to, e.g., the center-left rushes to assist the center-forwardif the latter is surrounded, but that's just on his own accord.More complex examples of teams, e.g., in business organizations, would use the other oper-ations on commitments as well.4 Team IntentionsWe motivated the distinction between endodeictic and exodeictic intentions of teams insection 1. We now give formal de�nitions for these concepts, and compare them with regardto some technical properties that involve them and the structure of teams.4.1 Formal FrameworkOur formal framework is the usual formal language and model involving branching time andactions. We only have space to cover this informally; for a detailed exposition, please consult[19]. Briey, the model consists of moments arranged according to temporal precedence ina branching structure. Each moment represents a possible state of the world (and hasassociated intentions and commitments of each agent). Each branch or path (rooted ata moment) represents a possible execution of the multiagent system and its environment.The propositional operators are standard. For simplicity, we do not highlight the temporaloperators of the language and assume they are included as needed in the propositions.We de�ne modal accessibility relations for intentions I and commitmentsC. The formerfollows the development of [19]; the latter generalizes the construction in [8] to allow anexplicit social context. I(x; t) gives the paths that are \intentional-alternatives" for agentx at moment t. This is assumed to be de�ned only for individuals. C(x; y; �; t) gives the\commitment-alternative" paths that reect the commitments of x for y in context � .We stipulate that the notions of exodeictic and endodeictic intentions coincide for individ-uals. An individual intends p (xIp) i� p occurs on all paths that are intentional-alternativesfor him at the given moment. An agent is committed to another agent in a given contextfor p i� p holds on all commitment-alternative paths for the given creditor, context, andmoment.Sem-1. M j=t xIp i� (8P : P 2 I(x; t)) M j=P;t p)Sem-2. M j=t C(x; y; �; p) i� (8P : P 2 C(x; y; �; t)) M j=P;t p)6



We assume that the semantics for sets of commitments, and sets of coordination relationshipsis given.De�nition 4 [[S]] 4 the set of paths on which the commitments in S are satis�ed.De�nition 5 [[R]] 4 the set of paths on which the coordination relationships in R aresatis�ed.4.2 Intentions FormalizedSo that we can make logical claims uniformly at all levels of a nested team, we seek topreserve the basic nature of the above de�nition. Another reason for preserving symmetryis that often the change from viewing a system as an individual to viewing it as a teamis a necessary step in designing or analyzing the given system. We surely would not wantall of our claims about the intentions of the system to be automatically thrown away whenthat happens, although (as we described in section 1) some adjustment may be necessary toaccommodate the structure of a team.Consequently, to check whether a team � intends condition p, we carry out the same basicsteps as for a single agent, adding commitment and coordination requirements, of course:� Identify the set of admissible paths that satisfy{ the intentions of the members of �{ the coordination requirements on the members imposed by their membership in�{ the commitment requirements on the members imposed by their membership in�� Check whether the given condition p holds on each of these paths� If it does, � intends p; otherwise, � does not intend p.The above schematic is applied to each of the senses of the intentions that we consider, al-though some of the tests may be modi�ed. Notice that our de�nitions consider the necessaryconsequences of admissible paths, i.e., the consequences that hold for each admissible path.Thus, the de�nitions are fairly strong and eliminate contingently satis�ed conditions. More-over, the de�nitions depend on the intentions, coordination requirements, and commitmentsof the members. There is no implicature that a team will succeed with its intentions.Below, we de�ne sets of paths Ie, In, and Ij for teams. Each de�nition recurses on thestructure of teams; for each, the base case of individuals is set to I. These capture thedi�erent semantics of intentions. 7



Exodeictic Intentions. A team � exodeictically intends p i� p holds on all paths thatsatisfy the exodeictic intentions of the members of � , and satisfy the team structure require-ments.De�nition 6 Ie(�; t) 4 Tx2�m Ie(s; t) \ [[S]]\ [[R]]Sem-3. M j= � Iep i� (8P : P 2 Ie(x; t)) M j=P;t p)A team may exodeictically intend conditions that no member intends, but which arisefrom the combinations of the members' intentions and the team structure.Endodeictic Intentions. A team � endodeictically intends p i� p holds on all paths thatsatisfy the endodeictic intentions of the members of � , satisfy the team structure require-ments, and require that the members are committed to � to bring about p.De�nition 7 In(�; t) 4 (Sx2�m In(s; t) [ Sx2�mC(x; �; �; t)) \ [[S]]\ [[R]]Sem-4. M j= � Inp i� (8P : P 2 In(x; t)) M j=P;t p)It is useful to distinguish another notion of endodeictic intentions that we term jointintentions. Here we require that all of the above, and in addition that the members arecommitted to each other to bring about p.De�nition 8 Ij(�; t) 4 (Sx2�m Ij(s; t)[Sx2�mC(x; �; �; t)[Sx;y2�mC(x; y; �; t))\ [[S]]\ [[R]]Sem-5. M j= � Ijp i� (8P : P 2 Ij(x; t))M j=P;t p)Notice that the above de�nition for the endodeictic intentions unions in sets of pathsreecting the members' commitments. According to our semantic de�nitions, this meansthat p must hold in a larger set of paths in order to be considered intended. Thus, we havethat � Ijp entails � Inp, which entails � Iep.5 Some PostulatesOne of the ways in which theoretical approaches may be evaluated is by determining whichpostulates the given de�nitions support. In light of this, the formal consequences of ourde�nitions are important. We next state some postulates using a generic intention operatorI, which is replaced by a speci�c operator Ie, In, or Ij to determine if they satisfy the givenpostulate. 8



P1. Singleton Teams (ST). Are the intentions of a single-member team identical to thoseof its sole member?j= xIp$ hfxg; ;; ;iIpFor example, let Bill intend to go to Italy. Then the team formed out of Bill alone andwith no restrictions also intends to go to Italy. Only Ie supports this in general, but withthe weak additional assumption that the commitments of a team-member to the teamare intended by him, In and Ij also support it.P2. Temporal Coherence (TC). Does a team intend the temporal combination of theintentions of its members?j= (xIp ^ yIq ^ (x; y 2 �m))! � I(p ^ q)If Al intends to hang a picture and Bo intends to hang a mirror, then does their teamintend to hang both objects? This holds for Ie, but is invalid for In and Ij, since it ispossible that no member is committed to hanging both objects. This postulate corre-sponds to the intuition that the team might not internally intend a consequence of itsintentions, because it does not internally know of it.P3. Strong Upward Closure (SUC). Does a team intend what any one of its membersintends?j= (9x : x 2 �m ^ xIp)! � IpAn example of this postulate is the following. If a platoon of an army brigade intendsto control a major bridge, then the army brigade intends to control that bridge. OnlyIe supports this.P4. Weak Upward Closure (WUC). Does a team intend what all of its members intend?j= (8x : x 2 �m! xIp)! � IpFor example, if all players in a soccer team intend to win, then the team intends to win.Only Ie supports this in general, but if commitments to the team are intended, then In(but still not Ij) supports it.P5. Weak Nonemergence (WN). Is each intention of the team directly reected as anintention of at least one its members?j= � Ip! (9x : x 2 �m ^ xIp)If this fails, then in e�ect, the intentions of a team are strongly emergent, in that theyare not explicit in any member. That is, no member of a team has the same intentionsas the team itself. It is not valid for any de�nition of intentions, because the team'sintention may be due to a combination of its members' intentions. For example, neitherAl nor Bo above may intend to hang both the picture and the mirror.Because of S and R, this always fails, but if S = ; and R = ;, and commitments to theteam are intended, then it holds for In (and still not for Ie and Ij).9



P6. Strong Nonemergence (SN). Is each intention of the team directly reected as anintention of each of its members?j= � Ip! (8x : x 2 �m! xIp)If this fails, then in e�ect, the intentions of a team are weakly emergent, in that they arenot explicitly common to all members. This postulate is invalid for the same reasons asP5|the team's intention may be a combination of its member's intentions as in, e.g.,P2. If S = ; and R = ;, and commitments to the team are intended, then it holds forIn (and still not for Ie and Ij).P7. Consequential Closure (CC). Are the intentions of a team closed under logical con-sequence?j= � Ip ^2(p! q)! � Iq2(p! q) means that p entails q; i.e., at every world and time, p implies q. This postulateholds here as for all other possible worlds based approaches. We include this as a kindof truth-in-advertising, because its presence makes the formal notion di�erent from itsinformal counterpart. Note, however, that only intentions for logical consequences areentailed, not for material consequences.ST TC SUC WUC WN SN CCIe + + + + � � +In � � � � � � +Ij � � � � � � +Table 2: Postulates SupportedThe above postulates involve several important theorems and non-theorems of our theory.They help distinguish between the di�erent senses of intentions and help relate our modelsto the reasoning that they support. Table 2 summarizes our results for the three variants ofteam intentions that we formalized. + indicates support, � indicates failure, and � indicatessupport when we make the assumption that commitments to one's team are intended. ForWN and SN, we also assume S = ; and R = ;.6 DiscussionThe theory presented in this paper re�nes and formalizes some intuitions about team inten-tion, especially as that concept may be used in modeling the behavior of complex teams. Itgrounds the intentions of a team in (a) the intentions of its members, and (2) their struc-ture. It allows nested teams, and provides a framework in which di�erent useful senses ofintentions can be formalized.It is interesting that in the above de�nitions we avoided the concept of mutual beliefsaltogether, leaving open the possibility of realizing a team-based system in a wider range10



of environments. Also, it can naturally accommodate the structure of heterogeneous teams,including large teams whose members may not be perfectly cooperative. We believe thenotions of endodeixis and exodeixis are applicable in a broader range of situations thantreated here, for which they would need a more careful analysis than we developed.There are a number of important directions for further work. One is the relationship withgroup and individual rationality. The connection between rationality and social conceptsremains especially under-studied, although some conceptual and theoretical advances havebeen made [3, 5].A related issue is about how agents may form goals of mutual interest [7], or how themembers of a team may collectively reason about their intentions. Some nice theories ofargumentation and negotiation are being developed, e.g., [17]. A closer investigation ofthese forms of negotiation and the creation and maintenance of teams and team intentionsremains to be made.Lastly, there is a large body of work on emergent behavior in multiagent systems, e.g.,[10], which gives primacy to the behavior of agents rather than to mental concepts. Weshowed above how team intentions naturally depend on the coordination relationships of theteams: this provides a potentially powerful means to unite the two camps.References[1] John L. Austin. How to Do Things with Words. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1962.[2] Kathleen Carley and Les Gasser. Computational organization research. In [22], chap-ter 7. 1998.[3] Amedeo Cesta, Maria Miceli, and Paola Rizzo. Help under risky conditions: Robustnessof the social attitude and system performance. In Proceedings of the InternationalConference on Multiagent Systems, pages 18{25, 1996.[4] K. M. Chandy and Jayadev Misra. How processes learn. Distributed Computing, 1:40{52, 1986.[5] Rosaria Conte and Cristiano Castelfranchi. Cognitive and Social Action. UCL Press,London, 1995.[6] Daniel C. Dennett. The Intentional Stance. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1987.[7] Frank Dignum and Rosaria Conte. Intentional agents and goal formation. In IntelligentAgents IV: Agent Theories, Architectures, and Languages, 1998.[8] Barbara Dunin-K�eplicz and Rineke Verbrugge. Collective commitments. In Proceedingsof the International Conference on Multiagent Systems, pages 56{63, 1996.[9] Ronald Fagin, Joseph Y. Halpern, Yoram Moses, and Moshe Y. Vardi. Reasoning AboutKnowledge. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1995.11
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